Paignton District Fanciers Association - 6th August 2018
Level 3
Judge: Marney Wells
Scribe: Stu Lindsey
Thanks to Claire for asking me to judge at this excellent addition to the Rally competition calendar. It is so
good to have another opportunity to compete in the South West. Thanks to the amazing Gwen and Robin
for letting us take over their Obedience rings after having such a busy weekend and then running the
championship Obedience classes as well. They also laid on a good lunch and kept us well watered
throughout the day. Stu was a lovely scribe and so helpful no matter what was needed. Thanks a million.
We had some super teams in the ring and there were some very well handled rounds even though the heat
did not make things easy.
At the end of the day, I was very pleased with my line-up who were:
1st. Karen Robson with GOLDBOUNTY’S RUBY. A very happy Golden Retriever.
2nd. Julia Philp with JAKCHI MISTER JINGLES. A very cute little crossbreed.
3rd. Debra Colling with AS BEAU. WSD.
4th. Ally Weller with MY TEDDY BOY. WSD.
5th. Margaret Goulden with PIPPIN-APPLE OF MY EYE RL1. Crossbreed.
6th. Alison Ruyter with RESI’S PRACTICAL JOKE. Crossbreed.
Thanks to all of the competitors for entering under me and giving me the opportunity to watch their lovely
dogs work.
Levels 4 & 6
Judge: Sue Garner
Thank you to Claire and Paignton Fanciers Association for inviting me to judge at their first Open Rally
Competition. The day was hot with light winds resulting in some dogs not performing at their best.
Claire and her team of helpers did a wonderful job organising the day. Thank you to everyone who helped
out.
Massive thank you to both Sarah and Yvonne who scribed for me. You were both great company and did
an excellent job.
Those for whom congratulations are in order for gaining qualifying scores in each level were;
Level 4 – Scribe: Yvonne Burchell
This was a close class with the top four of the six qualifying marks being particular close.
191 Sarah Lindsey with GOLDBOUNTY’S OLIVINE
189 Karen Robson with GOLDBOUNTY’S RUBY
188 Debra Colling with AS BEAU
188 Janet Auton with MR FINNLY’S SURPRISE
186 Julia Sutton-Vane with FIRE ANGEL
184 Frances Killen with KEENA THAN MUSTARD
Level 6 – Scribe: Sarah Lindsey
The scores were well spaced of whom three who competed, qualified.
202 Christina Graham with SHADOWAY GAME OF CHANCE RL6, now EX.
193 Chrissy Harrison with WIGGLELIKEAWORM AT PASHAMATTS
189 Lesley Peters with TWNETHILL CADDY AT TROYSEL CDEx RL6
179 Julia Sutton-Vane with BOTTLESFORD FIRE FLY. So close to qualifying, just one point away!

